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? Sesungguhnya beserta kesukaran ada kemudahan. Maka apabila engkau telah
selesai (dari satu urusan), maka kerjakanlah (urusan yang lain) dengan sungguh.
(Q.S. Al Insyirah, 6-7)
? Sesungguhnya manusia itu benar-benar berada dalam kerugian, kecuali orang-
orang yang beriman dan beramal sholeh, dan saling berpesan dengan kebenaran
dan berpesan dalam kesabaran.
(Q.S. Al-Ashr, 1-3)
? Starting with the word Bismillah, looking for “ridho” Alloh.
(E-en)
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LIST OF ABBREVATION
   A          : Accurate
  Ar          : Apostrophe
  FT          : Free Translation
  H            : Hyperbole
  HPCS     : Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secret
  HPKR     : Harry Potter dan Kamar Rahasia
  Ir             : Irony
  I              : Inaccurate
  LT           : Literal Translation
  M            : Metaphor
  Mn          : Metonymy
  P             : Personification
  S             : Simile
  Sd           : Synecdoche
  SL          : Source Language
  Sym       : Symbol
  TL         : Target Language
WFW      : Word-For-Word
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                           SUMMARY
ENDANG SRI MULYANI, A.320990256: TRANSLATION ANALYSIS OF
ENGLISH FIGURATIVE IN J.K. ROWLING’S NOVEL HARRY POTTER AND
THE CHAMBER OF SECRET AND ITS TRANSLATION BY LISTIANA
SRISANTI. Research Paper. Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta. 2005.
             This research belongs to a descriptive qualitative research. The researcher
tries to describe the English-Indonesian translation of the English figurative language
in Rowling’s novel, Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secret.
             The data of this research paper are the English figurative language in 18
chapters of Rowling’s novel, Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secret. From the
collected data, the researcher found 120 data, which consist of 39 data simile, 25 data
metaphor, 3 data apostrophe, 27 data hyperbole, 9 data personification, 11 data
symbol, 6 data euphemism. The result of the researcher show that; first, there are two
types of translation, used in English-Indonesian translation of the English figurative
language in Rowling’s novel, Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secret. They are;
literal translation 75 data (62,5%) and free translation 45 data (37,5%). The dominant
type of translation in this research is literal translation.The second is that there are
three kinds of translation variations which occur in English-Indonesian translation of
the English figurative language in Rowling’s novel, Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secret. They are; English figurative language translated into the same type in
Indonesian figurative language 102 data (85%), English figurative language
translated into other type in Indonesian figurative language 12 data (10%), and
English figurative language translated into the non-figurative language form 6 data
(5%). The last is that all of variations of translation divided into two categories, the
accurate and inaccurate translation. The translation dominated by the accurate
translation. Data which cover accurate translation are 76 data (63,3%) and inaccurate
translation are 44 data (36,7%).
            Consultant I                                                                         Consultant II
Anam Sutopo,S.Pd, M.Hum                                                   Dra. Siti Khuzaimah
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